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Abstract

Roman archaeology is one of the major subfields of archaeology in which post-colonial theory has flourished, and not just in relation to the role of the past in the present, but also as a means to approach the interpretation of the Roman world itself. The region of North Africa was a major focal point for some of the earliest post-colonial studies on the Roman Empire, and has remained an arena of investigation for scholars influenced by the Anglophone debate on post-colonial theory, which emerged in the 1980s and flourished in the 1990s, often with a focus on Roman Britain. Religion is both a key

Résumé

L’archéologie romaine est l’un des sous-domaines majeurs de l’archéologie dans lequel la théorie postcoloniale s’est épanouie, et pas seulement en relation avec le rôle du passé dans le présent, mais aussi en tant que mode d’aborder l’interprétation du monde romain lui-même. L’Afrique du Nord a été une région d’intérêt importante pour certaines des premières recherches postcoloniales sur l’empire romain, et à par la suite été une arène d’investigation pour les chercheurs influencés par le débat anglophone sur la théorie postcoloniale, qui s’est développé à partir des années 1980, et en particulier dans
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source of evidence and an obviously important theme in understanding cultural change, interaction and power, and thus it has likewise been of interest to scholars from within and beyond the region. Here, I give an overview of the work of some of the influential Roman archaeologists working within the post-colonial tradition. I also consider the complex intersections of ancient and modern, and of Britain and North Africa, found in this body of work, and evaluate the impact this tradition of thought continues to have on Roman archaeology going forwards.
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1. Introduction. From “Romanization” to Post-Colonialism

The emergence of a post-colonial phase in Roman archaeology, particularly in North Africa, ought to be seen as an entirely predictable development. In a regional context, the work of Marcel Bénabou in the 1970s and 1980s was obviously pioneering in this approach⁴, but across the breadth of scholarship on the Roman world, other engagements with interdisciplinary post-colonial agendas came a little later, and have been quite uneven in their application to different parts of the empire. In particular, the Anglophone debates around “Romanization” from the beginning of the 1990s have drawn significantly on post-colonial writers, and have been applied particularly to the study of Roman Britain, but increasingly to several other regions, including that of interest in this volume. This in itself sets up an interesting dichotomy between post-colonial writing influenced by the local experience of dual layers of empire (Roman and European), and post-colonial writing which triangulates between an ancient context of subjugation and a modern one of domination (as in Britain). Even more complex permutations come into play when the latter scholarship is applied by Anglophone, European or American scholars writing about a region like North Africa, risking the imposition of a new form of academic colonialism⁵. The political aspects of post-colonial approaches will be highlighted throughout this essay, as they are inherent to the project, but before tracing the contours of Roman post-colonialism – and its successor paradigm of globalization – a brief word needs to be said on its origins and wider dissemination in archaeology.

Post-colonialism is a wide-ranging body of scholarship which resists definition into a single school of thought. With precursors in the writing of anti-racist writers like W.E.B. Du Bois in the USA³, landmarks in the development of post-colonial theory are marked by a series of mid-20th cent. figures, particularly Frantz Fanon (1925-1961), Homi K. Bhabha (1949-), Edward Said (1935-2003), and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1942-). Crucially, these writers crafted critical accounts of the experience of European imperialism from the perspectives of
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the colonized, and of the centrality of colonial projects to the development of modern European cultures, using tools derived from Marxism, post-structuralism, and other branches of continental philosophy. Subsequent work has pursued both different strands within this theoretical toolkit, and diverse regional dynamics around the world, across a range of disciplines, ranging from cultural studies and English literature, to archaeology. In our field, broadly construed, there have also been diverse applications of post-colonial perspectives. Roman archaeology is illustrative of one of these, and indeed is somewhat groundbreaking, in seeking to use post-colonial concepts to break down traditional identification with the Roman empire among scholars of that entity. Few other studies of ancient empires have done the same, perhaps because the lineage connecting Rome to modern empires is so strong. The other, arguably much more dominant strand, is the critique of archaeology as an adjunct to colonialism in many global contexts. This theme actually makes up the bulk of chapters in volumes like the *Handbook of Postcolonial Archaeology*, within which there are very few references to work by Romanists. This curious situation exemplifies how Roman archaeology remains somewhat cut off from debates in mainstream archaeology, even when we have much that is distinctive to contribute. What that contribution has been will be reviewed in the following sections, in which I highlight some of the key themes that have structured the intersecting post-colonial scholarship on Roman North Africa, Roman Britain, and beyond.

2. De-Constructing Roman (and Imperial) Narratives

One of the major strands of post-colonial Roman archaeology extends the critique of imperial discourses contained, more or less explicitly, within modern European literatures to two distinct domains: scholarly (and popular) writing about the Roman empire, and written sources produced within the Roman empire. With respect to the first of these, there are distinct connections and parallels between 19th and 20th cent. accounts of the Roman occupation of Britain – and of other north-western provinces – and of parts of North Africa under the control of French, Italian or British colonial authorities. That these accounts also bear comparison to Roman-period texts which justified Roman imperialism is, in turn, no accident, since both were produced in similar contexts, and the modern study of the archaeology of the Roman empire was of course conducted by scholars well-schooled in those texts. One of the foremost chroniclers of these relationships, particularly in the context of British scholarship, is Richard Hingley, whose wide-ranging analyses of the links
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between modern and ancient colonialism has been accompanied by detailed studies of particular regions and monuments within the British isles. As we will see below, most of the themes Hingley has highlighted are absolutely relevant to North Africa, as well. Other important contributions include those by Philip Freeman, particularly in debate with Hingley over the career and legacy of Francis Haverfield, the chief architect of “Romanization” as a paradigm in Romano-British archaeology, and much further afield. Through the work of these, and other, scholars, the period between 1990-2010 saw a widespread realisation of the impact of modern colonial agendas in Roman archaeology.

While, in this work, some of the key post-colonial thinkers are cited a little more sparingly than in relation to other topics, considered below, the influence of particularly Edward Said’s detailed critiques of modern imperial cultural stereotypes is strong, and the method of colonial discourse analysis is central to these efforts. Haverfield, who in turn was influenced by the pre-eminent 19th cent. German scholar Theodor Mommsen, has been a significant focus in these analyses, given the long shadow his The Romanization of Roman Britain (1912) cast over Roman provincial archaeology for three-quarters of a century. As noted, there is debate between Freeman and Hingley over the degree to which Haverfield was fully aligned with the imperial ideology of Britain at the turn of the 20th cent., but there is little doubt in the overall picture of a nascent Romano-British discipline that was both influenced by an identification between Britain and Rome, and which fueled that identification in the kinds of archaeology conducted. Indeed, the history of English, and later British identification with Roman “civilization” and imperial destiny goes back quite far, certainly to the origins of overseas empire in the 16th cent., if not to the first English empire – the conquest of the British isles and Ireland – of the high Middle Ages. While in Britain, this attitude
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required some mechanism by which supposedly superior Roman talents might be passed onto the early British, particularly once alternative, Anglo-Saxon, origin myths started to be problematic in the run-up to the First World War\(^\text{16}\) – hence the invention of “Romanization” – in North Africa, precisely the same imperial identification could be made by British, and French and Italian scholars, but without the same scruples. As Mattingly has documented\(^\text{17}\), drawing upon regional scholars such as Abdallah Laroui and Bénabou\(^\text{18}\), European colonial archaeologies in North Africa were underpinned by an identification between these powers and Rome. The only difference with Britain, or Gaul, was that there was little need to hold back on the darker implications of this narrative for indigenous communities, so that outright racist interpretations followed. As we will see below, such interpretations were not only morally wrong, and rooted in inappropriate comparisons, but were also deeply impoverished accounts of the archaeology – something which is true of Britain, too.

A further strand of colonial discourse analysis is, as a logical extension of the foregoing, the deeper interrogation of our Roman-period sources. Just as part of the identification between European scholars and the Roman empire was based on fairly uncritical schooling in the Classics, so moving on from that identification to a post-colonial position requires a different attitude to the texts which, for so long, were simply taken at face-value as histories of the Roman period. Of course, like Victorian or Edwardian scholarship, which I have over-simplified above, there was nuance in the way Roman writers dealt with empire\(^\text{19}\), but there is clearly much potential for post-colonial readings of texts like Tacitus’ *Germania*, or the section of the *Agricola* (21) where he appears to describe a kind of deliberate “Romanization”, but is also – or perhaps more – presenting something of a critique of Roman moral decay\(^\text{20}\). While this strand has been, understandably, somewhat more developed in Classics and Ancient History than in provincial archaeology\(^\text{21}\), it has become an important check on the dominance of limited numbers of historical writers over our narratives of Roman Britain\(^\text{22}\) – and elsewhere. Writing about
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the accounts Juvenal and Plutarch provide of aspects of Egyptian culture, including religion, for example, Richard Alston highlights the misunderstandings, the legitimization of control, and the beginnings of the Orientalism described by Said, as we might expect. He also, though, recovers important evidence for the transformative effect of cultural encounters like this on the “Roman” core, and thus the potential for de-centering the empire and looking at it from the margins. This process is the subject of the next section.

3. De-Centering Rome

Alongside the historiographical critique of the development of “Romanization” theory in 19th and 20th cent. imperial contexts, a powerful line of attack on that paradigm has been the simple argument that “Roman” is an overly simple label for a very complex, and historically dynamic, set of identities. It is not surprising that this should result from the increasing awareness of the complexity of provincial archaeologies in the post-War period, with more and more data generating more and more variability in time and space, particularly as the rural settings in which most people lived started to receive belated attention. The recognition that there was a problem with the category of “Roman” was a key part of the critical debate surrounding Millett’s The Romanization of Britain. A range of different approaches to deconstructing a unitary concept of “Roman” culture developed during the 1990s and beyond, from “bricolage” to “creolization”, and while some of these pointed towards ways of understanding the dynamic creation of Roman identity in different periods, others highlighted the significant divisions within Roman-period societies. A particularly important concept in the articulation of the latter has been “discrepant experience”, deployed especially by David Mattingly, drawing directly upon the work of Edward Said.

As applied in both Britain and North Africa, this approach has sought to break open the Romano-centric perspective of traditional scholarship.

In responding to some criticism of his application of this perspective, Mattingly has rightly highlighted how the term “discrepancy” accommodates not only the multivocality, or plurality of identities, with which our evidence seems to correlate, but the crucial insight – absolutely in tune with post-colonial theory – that empires are not inherently harmonious enterprises29. As such, Mattingly not only seeks to break down the many axes of identification whose intersection will be relevant to consider in the archaeological study of local or regional patterns – from gender and age to religion, status and occupation – but also the structural mechanics of power in the Roman world, which have also been surprisingly neglected, or at least over-simplified, in traditional approaches30. In his detailed study of Roman Britain through this lens31, Mattingly breaks the population down into three broad communities – military, urban and rural – and considers the variation between and within them. An example particularly relevant to this volume is the divergent trends in religious practice between the military and non-military communities, with further differences between the degree of hybridity accepted in urban and rural communities. The archaeological patterns underpinning this are striking, particularly the dramatically different distributions of inscribed altars, found primarily in the military zone of northern Britain, and of “Romano-Celtic” temples and curse tablets, found in the south32. In North Africa, there is even more potential for this kind of approach, with not only the diverse contours of Roman identities to consider, but also the varied influences of Punic, Hellenistic and a range of distinctive indigenous cultures making a seemingly much more complex mosaic than later Iron Age Britain.

Mattingly charts this in Tripolitania with epigraphy, and other evidence for religion too, highlighting not only strong continuities from the pre-Roman period into later times via the Saturn cult, for example, but also clear distinctions between rural communities and the urban elites or the military33. Just as in Britain, our ability to understand the lives of the majority rural population was, for a long time, limited by the focus within the traditional paradigm on military and elite settlements. As that focus has changed, whether through new research agendas or changes to development-led archaeology34, then so our interpretations have too, and this reflects the deeply entangled development of method, data and theory in

our discipline\textsuperscript{35}. Taking a different approach to Mattingly, and one less directly critical of the “Romanization” paradigm, but nonetheless seeking to correct the imbalances in traditional provincial archaeology in North Africa, is David Cherry\textsuperscript{36}. In his detailed analysis of epigraphic evidence from Mauretania, Cherry makes an argument for limited interaction between communities in this part of the Roman world, outside of urban/elite contexts, and that this was reinforced, rather than transformed, by the activities of the military in the region. As one reviewer points out, while epigraphy is a good source to challenge traditional narratives based on limited literary sources, it is not ideally comprehensive across the social spectrum, and much more excavation of rural sites is needed\textsuperscript{37}. However, as it is only within the last few years that such results are really available anywhere in the empire\textsuperscript{38}, truly de-centering Rome remains an ongoing project that will gather pace into the future.

\section*{4. Recovering Indigenous Agency}

In lieu of all of the evidence we might need to fully document discrepant experiences of empire, other approaches to indigenous agency within Roman colonial settings have sought to highlight themes like resistance, particularly within the religious sphere. Resistance was of course a central theme in the work of post-colonial North African scholars such as Laroui and Bénabou, with the latter especially highlighting the implicit cultural opposition to Rome in the continuity of religion from Punic and indigenous traditions\textsuperscript{39}. Religion is also a key theme in some of the early Anglophone applications of post-colonial theory, such as Jane Webster’s discussion of the power of epigraphic naming of deities in Roman Britain, particularly as part of the syncretic identification of local gods with those from the Classical “pantheon”\textsuperscript{40}. Webster emphasises the asymmetries of colonial name-pairing in this context, but also highlights, in dedications to local deities made without a Classical equivalent, and often on behalf of lower-ranking members of society, the potential for an articulation of resistance. Such an approach is clearly applicable in many other provincial contexts. Webster is a key figure in the development of post-colonial approaches in Romano-British scholarship\textsuperscript{41}, and
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later crafted a distinctive approach to cultural interaction in subordinate communities in the Roman empire via the phenomenon of “creolization” in the Caribbean and southern United States. Like “discrepant experience”, this approach was intended to find more nuance in processes of colonial culture change beyond the dichotomy of “Romanization” and resistance, while still focusing attention on the majority of people in Roman provincial contexts who had relatively little power. Webster has continued this avenue in more recent work on the neglected archaeology of Roman slavery, again a topic requiring much further attention.

Among a range of other, diverse post-colonial approaches across Roman archaeology, applied to contexts from Spain to Turkey, and seeking similar insight into the lives of the colonized, Peter Van Dommelen’s work is particularly significant in the regional context of North Africa. In several recent studies, showing the vitality of the post-colonial tradition as well as its connections to Marxism, via the theory of subalternity developed by Gramsci (an important influence on Spivak and others), Van Dommelen seeks evidence for the lives of the rural poor in the archaeology of the Punic cultural zone, focusing on the pre-Roman period but with obvious relevance to the latter. With Maria López-Bertran, he explores rural cults in the Punic world and, specifically, the varied worship of the Demeter cult, appropriated from Greek into Punic religion in the 4th cent. BCE. Given her domain of agricultural fertility, certain seasonal festivals and sets of votive objects, including figurines and lamps, are common cult features, and connect the western Mediterranean and North Africa to the eastern Greek world. However, as Van Dommelen and López-Bertran argue, variations in the composition of assemblages, and locations of shrines, across the Punic west show that rather than telling a story of either simplistic Greek influence, or Carthaginian imposition, the evidence shows local reworking and manipulation by subaltern, non-elite populations. This exemplifies the detailed, contextual study necessary to move post-colonial studies from critique, to rebuilding new narratives, and shows the continual relevance of such approaches, even as other paradigms have come to influence Roman archaeology in the last decade or so.

5. Conclusion. From Post-Colonialism to Globalization and Beyond

This brief and necessarily selective overview of the post-colonial phase in Roman archaeology is by no means a finished story; the research tradition is of such significance in the context of the Roman world, and particularly in North Africa, that there is much work still to do. However, after appearing to be at the cutting edge of debate in the 1990s, in particular, both conferences and publications have moved on to another aspect of our contemporary world as a model for the Roman empire: globalization. Literature making use of this comparative perspective has been around since the turn of the millennium, and whereas post-colonial approaches tend to focus on the political hierarchies and inequalities of empire, and seek evidence of indigenous agency as a corrective to dominant discourses, globalization approaches highlight more economic aspects, particularly emphasizing the heightened connectivity of the Roman world, and changes to patterns of production, consumption and so on\(^\text{49}\). While there are some similar concerns, such as the formation of local, hybrid identities in dialogue with larger-scale trends\(^\text{50}\), the critique of empire which is embedded in post-colonial approaches is lacking. To some, this may be an attractive aspect, as perspectives such as Mattingly’s have attracted charges of presenting an overly negative view of the Roman world\(^\text{51}\). However, since this was simply an attempt to rebalance earlier, positive views – and there is plenty of evidence of colonial violence – that seems misplaced\(^\text{52}\). Furthermore, globalization and post-colonialism can be seen as two sides of the same coin, characterizing the modern world from more dominant or more subordinate perspectives, and as such they are both intrinsically linked\(^\text{53}\), and both necessary – though perhaps not sufficient – to try to capture the diversity of experiences in the Roman world\(^\text{54}\). Certainly, post-colonial perspectives are absolutely still valid approaches to be pursuing in future work.
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This last point is true in all parts of the Roman empire, and clearly is particularly so in North Africa. The region produced the first truly post-colonial scholarship of the Roman world\textsuperscript{55}, and many of the issues linked to the legacy of colonial archaeology in North African countries remain significant\textsuperscript{56}. While new research in the region takes vastly greater account of these issues and the needs of local communities, the region as a whole is varied and, in places, there are quite conflicting agendas for the direction of national heritage research\textsuperscript{57}. It is also true that, just as Roman archaeologists were taking an interest in theoretical approaches to globalization, contemporary events began to point toward a crisis in that trend, with heightened nationalism and re-bordering in many different parts of the world. Post-colonial theory, with its attention to the complexity of empire, and its lasting influence, is as useful in understanding the evolving contemporary situation as much as the dynamic interactions between local, Greek, Punic and Roman influences of antiquity. It also provides a common basis for scholarship rooted in the region, and from other parts of the empire with their own modern imperial legacies to contend with\textsuperscript{58}, which is sorely needed to forge a truly post-colonial Roman archaeology.